Welcome to the intersection of design and technology, where bold innovation changes the course of brands. At First Station Media, we approach our tasks with excitement in our eyes. We vibrate with ideas. We dance with design.

We recognize that beauty is nothing if it’s not backed by intelligence, functionality, and—above all—personality. Develop your brand’s identity, attract high-quality clientele, and create an unforgettable presence with our team of talented and dedicated experts. At First Station Media, our mantra has always been: if you can dream it, we can do it.
First Station Media was founded in late 2011 and has gone on to work with a wide range of businesses, nationwide, from specialty boutiques to international firms. Everyone on our team has a specific niche, a unique talent they bring to the table; the result is the formation of a single, powerful, and cohesive unit.

Our team of artists and designers work together on every project, each individual contributing their skills to the conversation in the journey to refine and improve our clients’ brands. Through this meticulous process, we ensure that the final presentation to the client is the finest manifestation of a collaborative effort.

The most important aspect of our work is client satisfaction. Our team utilizes every skill at our disposal to invigorate your brand. We pride ourselves on providing the shortest turn-around times in the industry, coupled with cohesive and dynamic campaigns that leave audiences wanting more.

We work diligently to create inspired and intelligent representations of our client’s companies through brands that boost sales and drive engagement. If you need to construct your marketing campaign or altogether change the direction of your branding strategy, contact First Station Media. Together, we can innovate every day.
what we do

- Responsive Websites
- App Development
- Plug-in Customization
- Logo Design
- SEO & SEM
- Analytics
- Social Media Management
- AdWords Creation
- AdWords Management
- PR Services
- Press Releases
- Recruiting
- Resume Services
- Branding Guide
- Business Cards
- Brochures
- Tri-Folds
- Posters & Flyers
- Postcards
- Email Marketing
- Digital Marketing
- Branded Stationary
- Promotional Items

if you can dream it, we can do it

Creating brands and identity is our daily work.
We love what we do.
first station media

01. print design
print design

Print’s not dead, especially if you know how to use it effectively. Our print campaigns are immaculate—strategically planned and expertly executed. At First Station Media, we never forget that the physical page is the genesis of all media. We respect tradition the best way we know how: by paying meticulous attention to every detail and creating printed materials that stand the test of time.
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02. web design

Concept & Idea.
Design & Code.
Test & Setup.
Formation.
Arguably the most important facet of your brand’s presence resides in its website. First Station Media designs websites that make audiences take notice with breathtaking creativity, intuitive innovation, and unparalleled responsiveness & functionality. Set the curve and embrace the full power of what First Station Media can do for your online presence, and beyond.
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03. logo design

Idea.
Draft.
Color.
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04. analytics
Molding and maintaining the direction of your online presence is one of many steps to optimizing the efficacy of your brand. First Station Media employs deep insight and good old-fashioned research to gather analytical numbers that neatly and unequivocally quantify the impact of our work. SEO and SEM help define the parameters of your brand’s performance by utilizing the myriad tools at our disposal. Finally, our detailed monthly reports help pinpoint areas suitable for growth and measure the progress of our work.
05. social media

Identity Formation.
Platform Extension.
Content Creation.
Growth.
An effective and consistent presence on social media is one of the most influential tools at your disposal, second only to your website. Strategic campaigns on various platforms keep your audience riveted on a daily basis and provide a greater immediate impact than any other method. First Station Media stays ahead of trends by remaining deeply entrenched in social media outlets every day, taking advantage of every subtle nuance and targeting your desired audience with surprising precision.